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The Milborne set is rightly considered a 
high quality set, comprising 2 armchairs, 
sofa, coffee table and footstool, this resin 
weave set is extremely comfortable with 
anthracite tailored cushions, piped and 
zipped with a mottled effect to complement 
the resin weave.  The chairs and sofa are 
operated via hydraulics to allow reclining, 
giving maximum comfort for miniumum 
effort.  The whole set would sit beautifully 
inside or out, the hard wearing aluminium 
frames being more than capable of handling 
the British weather.

BM/936

Milborne Sofa Set



BM/937

Milborne Reclining Chair

BM/939

Milborne Side Table

Milborne Sofa Set

Measuring 60cm square and 
standing at 45cm this hand 
crafted resin weave side table is 
a beautifully fi nished side table, 
it complements perfectly the 
Milborne chair, the glass on top 
is tempered, the resin weave 
is woven onto an aluminium 
frame.



The Langton sets comprises a sturdy 
dining table with attractively designed 
base.  The clear tempered plate glass top 
highlights the beauty of the hand woven 
single strand resin weave, which is a pale 
variegated brown.  The high back stacking 
armchairs are extremely comfortable, 
with their high quality tailored cushions 
with zipped covers, in a brown textured 
weave fabric which coordinates very well 
with the tone of the wicker. The table and 
chair frames are of aluminium.

BM/949

Langton 6 Seat Set



Langton 6 Seat Set

BM/947

Langton 4 Seat Set

180 x 96 m.

100cm.



BM/955

Lulworth 6 Seat Set



The Lulworth is a stunning, 6 seater dining set featuring a woodgrain effect top, 
weathered oak in colour.  The top is a Tefl on coated calcium silicate board, and 
should give many years of service.  It is well supported by an aluminium frame 
and 4 ‘chunky’ style legs.  The accompanying Lulworth armchairs are supremely 
comfortable with their tailored seat and back cushions with zipped covers. The fabric 
is a dark grey with a hint of brown and coordinates beautifully with the colour of 
the table top and the tone of the chair weave.  The coarse resin weave of the chairs 
is variegated medium brown.  Table and chairs frames are of aluminium.



The Exclusive Garden range consists of beautiful 
tables, hand laid with riven mosaic stone tiles, 
these quality tables are constructed on a sturdy 
black powder coated steel frame.  The matching 
Kingswood chair stacks and has a comfortable resin 
weave on the seat section, the hand laid mosaic 
stone back panel ties in perfectly with the table 
tops.

ZG/0ARLT6-02KNG0

Arlington Bistro Set with Kingswood Chairs

60cm.



Arlington Bistro Set with Kingswood Chairs

ZG/0ARLT9-04KNG0 Arlington Patio Set 
with Kingswood Chairs

91cm.



ZG/0BLMT7-02KNG0

Belmont Bistro Set 
with Kingswood Chairs

76cm.



ZG/0BLMT9-04KNG0 Belmont Patio Set 
with Kingswood Chairs

91cm.



ZG/0DALT7-02KNG0
Dalton Bistro Set 
with Kingswood Chairs

76cm.

71cm.



ZG/0CLND6-02KNG0

Clandon Bistro 
Set with 
Kingswood 
Chairs

6ocm.

ZG/0CLSQ8-02KNG0
Clandon Square Bistro Set 
with Kingswood Chairs



ZG/0THNT6-02TNT0
Thornton Bistro Set 
with Thornton Chairs

60cm.
A lovely warming tone 
makes this bistro set very 
pleasing to the eye and 
touch, the tiles are ceramic 
and have been hand laid.  
The set is fi nished off by 
2 matching Thornton 
chairs that stack for easy 
storage.



ZG/0BRWK6-02BWK0
Berwick Bistro Set 
with Berwick Chairs

60cm.

Thornton Bistro Set 
with Thornton Chairs

This charming Berwick bistro set is decorated 
with beautiful hand laid mosaic glass tiles in 3 
tones.  The sturdy steel legs are powder coated 
black and match the Berwick chairs which 
stack.
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